
The accident and fall involved an oncoming train, multiple skull fractures,
death-defying amounts of blood loss, and acts of sheer heroism. 

The recovery and complications that
followed lasted for years. But somewhere
in between doctor’s visits, learning
assessments, and poor marks in school,
stood the little boy who could.

This epic story of survival, recovery, and
possibilities, moves audiences across
professional and cultural lines and your
team, group, and leadership, will leave
inspired, empowered, and equipped for
game-changing action. 

Award Winning Podcaster

ReLaunch hit the top spots in
iTunes;
“Best Overall” in debut year
and “Most Inspirational” two
years running;
1.5 million downloads.

Media Contributor

Finding your Voice hit three
#1s on Amazon - success,
happiness, and self esteem;
Featured in "Success Book 
Summary" by editors of
Success Magazine.

85-plus television and radio
appearances;
Huffington Post, Networking
Times,  and Success.com 
contributor.

From the moment he woke
from his coma, 

a "new normal" was born.

The doctor’s report said,
“Don’t expect Joel
to live a normal life.”

In 1975, Joel was like any five year-old boy - energetic, fun-loving, and
full of wonder. On a nature hike in the Texas hill country, he strayed from
the group, scaled a hill, and found himself teetering on a narrow
suspension bridge, 30 feet from the ground.

"Very rarely do you find wisdom, practical advice, and passion all in the
same place. I regularly quote Joel because of the truth found in his words
and message." - Tom Ziglar, proud son of Zig Ziglar

“Joel will entertain, inspire and educate your audience with great stories
and practical action steps, which lead to happier, more productive,
purpose-filled people and teams. " - Garrett McGrath, President,
Association of Network Marketing Professionals (ANMP)

“Joel delivers very focused content. Joel also helps promote any event he
is featured in, which always helps get the word out.” - Chris Krimitsos,
Chief Creative Officer, Tampa Bay Business Owners

#1 Bestselling Author

Joel Boggess, speaker, author, podcaster

ReLaunchShow.com | Joel@ReLaunchShow.com | 972-523-7758

For upcoming events, please visit http://ReLaunchShow.com/Speaking
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